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Social Media and Wing Ding 

Our Wing World article for August touches on 
this subject. Wing World is intended for all our 
Members, while Insight can focus more directly to you, our Officers. 

Social media can be very informative or can be very misleading 
depending on how well those posting are informed.  Sherry and I are 
often intrigued by the differences of opinions when it comes to a social 
media platform like Facebook. Just ask for advice, or an opinion, or 
what is the best, and watch the various answers you will receive. 

As Officers, when we post regarding GWRRA matters, what we say may 
carry a little more weight than someone who is completely unknown.  

Recently I saw a posting from a Member asking about what to expect 
when they attend their first Wing Ding. On the positive side, most 
replies were encouraging and talked about the fun aspect, vendors, 
evening dinner/entertainment, welcoming party, bike night, guided and 
self-guided rides, etc.  Two of the comments really caught my 
attention. One, and I will paraphrase, basically said, “One and done.” 
The other comment said, “Hot, humid, and too crowded.” I can 
understand that somebody may not have the experience that they fully 
anticipated, but what I cannot understand is why their expectation was 
not met to the degree that they would not return or that temperatures 
would become a factor in not attending. After all, we are motorcyclists. 
Do we not ride in hot and humid conditions? Do we not ride in the rain 
or various temperature fluctuations? 

Naturally, we are all entitled to our opinions and have our own personal 
lives and are free to use social media as we see fit. I mentioned the 
example of Wing Ding above just as a reminder that sometimes things 
get posted without an explanation. “One and Done” does not tell us 
why. Even the comment “too crowded” is confusing to me. After all, it 
is Wing Ding and should be crowded. That is what makes a Wing Ding 
exciting, the crowd of friends with a common interest of motorcycling.  

  Continued on page 2 
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I am pointing this out just as a reminder that we as Officers be mindful of our posts and how 
they may be perceived. A positive attitude is contagious, so if we are positive, there is a good 
chance the Membership will be positive.  

Ride safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN! 

Jere & Sherry Goodman 

540-623-0447
director@gwrra.org

 Nashville, TN - Gaylord Opryland - August 27-31 
 www.wing-ding.org 
 "Friends for FUN, Safety and Knowledge" 

Anita & JR Alkire 
President 

What Makes a Leader, Is It You? 

When you look at the leaders in GWRRA they are all just a bit 
different. It seems that we are finding it harder and harder to get 
Members to step forward into leadership and that got me to thinking, what makes a Leader in 
GWRRA? 

We are used to those leaders who seem to just naturally lead. 
They have people skills, management skills, organizational skills, 
public speaking, and can handle any situation.  It just seems so 
easy for them.  Is there a natural born leader? I’m not certain 
but I sure know that some people just seem to fit that.  

But often if you look deeper, that “natural born leader” is an amazing delegator.  They build a 
fantastic Team around them.  They have learned that although they might be able to do it 
themselves, it is far more gratifying when you see others shine. 

Delegation isn’t easy.  Often we just get frustrated and do it ourselves.  All that does is start 
the very bad habit of taking it all on, taking on more and more burden and you carry all the 
weight of leadership.  This eventually leads to burnout.  Burnout 
is when you’re stressed and get angry and frustrated at your 
Team, at everyone, because they aren’t doing things to help. 
Really you need to look in the mirror because you’re really mad 
at yourself, you just haven’t realized or accepted it. 

  Continued on page 3 
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There are steps to be a good leader, and I believe that almost everyone can lead.  Yes that 
means you!  When I talked about those natural skills, I bet you are good at one or more of 
those.  Really, you can learn all of them.   

To be a good leader in any organization, and particularly GWRRA, it’s passion for the 
Association, motorcycling, and enjoying the friendship of others.  Sometimes it’s 
referred to as fire in your belly.  It’s where the passionate fire burns.  Now ask 
yourself, do you have that passion, that burn?  This is the beginning. 

Now you need to channel your passion.  Is it for building Membership, welcoming people, 
talking about and sharing what we’re all about?  If so, then your passion may be for 
Membership Enhancement.  Those leaders are the ones to help us grow and retain our 
Members by knowing them and making them feel 
welcome. To be one of the first voices they hear and 
maybe even the first one to give a hug.  You enjoy 
being social and even planning events.  Just know, you 
build a Team and you will be dynamic because it will be 
infused with your original passion. 

Are you passionate about sharing with others about various subjects?  If you want to share 
with everyone you meet that you are a motorcyclist and you want them to be aware of 
motorcycles, then you have that passion for Motorist Awareness.  You want to help the 

public understand that together we will all arrive alive. You have a bit 
of a public speaking bug, it may just come out in a social way, so just 
a bit of training and you can share your passion and help all of us be 
safer on the road. 

  You may also have a similar passion but it’s more toward teaching. 
You love knowledge and sharing it with others.  Learning all about 
different subjects, mastering your ability to be the best is an amazing 

gift.  We need you in the University where we house the classes offered in GWRRA.  Become 
an Instructor and help others understand and be safer on their motorcycle.  Some of you want 
to classroom teach while others have that passion to be out on a range helping others to hone 
their skills, knowing you are making a difference. 

There are those of you reading this and thinking that all this is far too social for you, you can’t 
lead that way.  But you can keep a checkbook and you like numbers and have actually been 
out there pushing ticket sales every so often.  We need your help as a Treasurer. 

You might be thinking that you don’t really have those skills I talked 
about, but you love to plan rides.  You don’t realize that your passion for 
planning rides comes out as you talk about those rides.  You share the 
skills needed for this ride; it’s an easy ride with big sweepers; it’s a bit 
more technical as we’ll be riding the mountains; be sure to pack your 
cool vests or warm clothes for the weather.  You are speaking with 
passion to a group who wants to follow you on a ride.  You’re a Ride 
Coordinator who has the passion for those awesome rides, sharing 
rider and co-rider safety and planning a ride that all will enjoy.  Our 
Members need you! 

  Continued on page 4 
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There are those who are very dedicated to keeping us safe on the road.  They have a deep 
burning passion for sharing any and all safe riding techniques.  They want to share what they 
have learned and observed.  These special people are so passionate that you usually can’t 
keep them from sharing their passion.  Does this sound like you, or someone you know? 
Encourage them to share this passion as a Rider Educator.  Maybe they only want to do this 
locally and where do they do that?  Stay tuned, we are working on this revised position and 
we’ll announce it soon.  BUT, that shouldn’t stop you from sharing your passion with others. 
We don’t need a title to share this passion. 

These are the vital positions, pieces of a puzzle, that make up a fantastic Team.  We need 
every one of these positions filled with these passionate people.  We need them to take their 
passion and help the entire Team to share with them while they each handle what they need 
to accomplish the overall objective. 

But can you look at your Chapter, District, or even TEAM GWRRA and see the objectives?  The 
objectives are those things that the Members want or need. Do you have the vision? It is 
looking from an observation platform, big picture, and assessing the Members that you lead. 
It’s helping your Team to see the direction they need to follow and giving them the resources 
to accomplish them.  That can be manpower, finances, or a platform.  If you have found 
yourself saying, “I think we should be doing …..” then you have a bit of that passion for 
leadership.  We need that leadership.  It’s never a position that is taken 
alone.  There is support from your appointing Officer, your peers, your Team, 
and most importantly, the Members.  You learn in this position to ask for 
help, take the time to teach and guide, and then release and let them do it. 
When you do this, you’ll be amazed at the depth of your Team and your 
leadership.  You are a Director and the fun, accomplishment, and Team will 
far outweigh any challenges!  We need your help as at each level of our As-
sociation we need the Director to be the light in the lighthouse for those to 
follow.  Our Association has always relied on its leaders and we always will. 

So, the skills you can learn.  Don’t shy away just because you’re not good at one or more of 
those.  It’s just a step, a step you can learn.  The real question is, how’s your passion?  Do 
you have the fire?  Please step forward and share with all of us.  Together we will keep this 
Association strong and viable for years to come.  We need you and I look forward to working 
with you in wherever my passion takes me next. 

We are all pieces of the leadership puzzle; which piece are you? 

Curious? Then reach out to any of us.  We’d love to hear from you! 

Anita & JR Alkire  

623-445-2381 -leave
message with
Melissa Eason
aalkire@gwrra.org

Clarification to Life 
Member article - 
Anyone who does not 

qualify under the 
Original Life Member 
program is eligible for 

NewLife after the 20 year 
requirements. Questions, 

call Customer Service

mailto:president@gwrra.org
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Robert Williams 
Rider Education Program Assistant 

Rider Courses are required to advance to or maintain REP Level II 
Tour Rider “Safety by Education.” To maintain the active status the 
rider must take a Rider Course once every three years. This can be 
either a GWRRA Rider Course or any other approved Rider Course. 

This year Virginia District Educator LeRoy Gross has hosted two RCICP “Rider Course Instructor 
Certification Program” events. At the end of a weeks’ worth of intense training the new 
Instructors teach a complete course consisting of 2 1/2 hours of classroom instruction and 
another 4 1/2 hours of range exercises.   

The “Advanced Rider Course” (ARC) conducted by ARC Instructor candidates was held on April 
27th in Roanoke, VA.  We all need to keep our skills sharp and learn how we can reduce the 
risk while riding and I knew participating in the class would help me personally and provide me 
with an opportunity to discover new ways to look at the issues that may arise, see how other 
Instructors handle various situations, not to mention my getting to ride down from Ohio into 
the beautiful state of Virginia. It was great to be part of the class and witness the new 
Instructors’ success. 

Because of my ongoing support and interest in any opportunity available to educate Members, 
I had made plans to teach each weekend during the month of May which included accepting 
an invitation to participate in a GWRRA Sidecar Course (SRC) being conducted in my 
neighboring state of Pennsylvania during the PA District Rally in York.  While a Master 
Instructor Trainer for various rider courses for over a decade, I was not yet a certified Sidecar 
Instructor. 

Rider Education Program Team Assistant Chuck Geggie is responsible for the oversight of the 
GWRRA Rider Courses* and made the arrangements for Master Instructor Trainer (MIT) Don 
Henrey to travel from West Virginia to Pennsylvania to observe me for SRC certification while 
we taught the class.    

The bonus was, while at the PA Rally, I was introduced to a newly minted Trike Rider Course 
Instructor who will be traveling from Pennsylvania to Ohio to assist me with a TRC scheduled 
for the last weekend in May.   

At the end of reading this article please remember three things: 

1.GWRRA has a great rider training program.
2.GWRRA has dedicated people who donate their time to share responsible

riding strategies that can save lives.
3.GWRRA has committed Instructors willing to assist any District, wherever

they are needed to help one another and serve the Members.

  Continued on page 6 
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I would like to end with this question, “When was the last time you took a riding course?” 
Maybe it’s been too long…so, take a moment, reach out to your District Educator and ask 
when the next class is scheduled and how you can sign up.  I can guarantee it will be the best 
investment you can make for your continued riding enjoyment.  

Safe Travels!! 

Robert G. Williams 

GWRRA Rider Course Master Instructor 
Medic First Aid® (MFA) Instructor 
GWRRA University Instructor Trainer   

Susan & George Huttman  

828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org

*Note: Since January 2019, the GWRRA Rider Education Program has certified nineteen (19) 
new Rider Course Instructors (RCI) along with three (3) Master Instructor Trainers (MIT).  In 
addition, five (5) of the current RCIs have completed an Instructor Certification Class (ICC) to 
be certified to instruct additional rider courses. 

Mike & Barri Critzman 
Director of Motorist Awareness 

You Be the Judge 

Did anyone see the news feed in California on May 20? 

Finally, someone else filmed a hit and run accident involving a motorcyclist versus a car on a 
California freeway.  

I have been watching the coverage very closely, comparing it to another video involving an 
incident on a California freeway.  So far the coverage is completely different.   

You may remember last year a video shot in California involving a motorcyclist who kicked a 
car, apparently causing it to swerve into another vehicle which caused another vehicle to roll 
over.  This video played over and over and even made National news.  It was reported as a 
road rage incident, and non-riders who asked me about the video expressed outrage that the 
motorcycle rider would dare kick a car and cause an accident.  The motorcyclist was charged, 
and nearly everyone I spoke to (and it seemed everyone saw the report) agreed that the 
motorcyclist was at fault.  I can’t comment one way or the other, as the news outlets admitted 
that the video had been edited, and I (along with most other viewers) never saw the unedited 
version. 

  Continued on page 7 
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Last night another video was played involving a motorcyclist and a car.  The riders in the far 
right lane of the freeway noticed a car barreling down on them.  The rider commented that the 
driver seemed to be aiming for them, so he tried to maneuver out of the way.  The car driver 
continued to aim for the riders, and eventually hit them and sped away.  The entire event was 
filmed on a Go-Pro camera, and the riders caught the license plate of the vehicle.  The riders 
report that injuries are light, with the most serious injury a possible broken ankle, and they 
credit their lack of injuries on the effectiveness of their head to toe safety gear. 

I am still waiting for the news stations to update the report and replay the video.  I have seen 
it twice, and only on our local channels.  The report last night included a short comment by law 
enforcement - they will look for the vehicle.  That’s it.  That’s all I have heard so far.  I’ve seen 
a car jacker in Florida (the riders in the incident above are from Florida), a doggie yearbook 
page, and graduation exercises.  No other report of the assault.   

Maybe there is a bias here.  You be the judge. 

The Motorist Awareness Program helps non-riders recognize that riders are people just like 
them.  Riders are entitled to the same respect and recognition as the drivers of all vehicles on 
the road.  Last month Motorist Awareness Program events focused on Motorcycle Awareness 
Month and GWRRA’s Motorcycle Awareness Day, and I thank all of those who gave their time 
and passion.  The incident above shows how important Motorist Awareness is.   

Help Us Survive the Ride. 

Mike & Barri Critzman  

760-245-9218
itsawingthing@hotmail.com

Iceberg Alley Riders NL-A during a Motorist Awareness & Motorcycle Safety Meet N’ Greet at Avalon Mall.  A 15-

hour day, 2 degrees C when they arrived and 2 degrees C when they left!  (Thanks to Leslie Snow for the pic.) 

Mike & Barri Critzman 

mailto:itsawingthing@hotmail.com
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Clara & Fred Boldt 
Director of the University 

Pluck-A-Duck ? 

What? It’s a game. Come to the GWRRA University Booth at Wing Ding! The game is open to 
all, prizes awarded. Bonus… free hugs! 

The University Forum will be held on Friday, August 30, at 9:00 AM. There will be surprises and 
recognition, laughs and silliness. See you there. 

Spotlight 

“Unless you are in constant pursuit of a new horizon, there is never anything new to see” ~ 
Bob Teague 

There IS something new to see on the University class list. The Horizon workshop has been 
refreshed. The Horizon workshop is a full day of training and consists of four modules: 

Continued on page 9 
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Communication 

Meetings, Gatherings and Debriefs  

Wearing Different Hats 

Teamwork 

 
For those of us who have taken this workshop in the past, you will find a new topic on  after 
events debriefs and revised meeting scenarios. Horizons is recommended to be used at  
Officer Conferences or anytime Team Members wish to learn or refresh their leadership skills. 
 

Information about U.10’s 
 

U.10’s, the template used for making flyers to promote your training, is sent to Clara for  
distribution. Please make certain that the location portion of the U.10 contains the name and 
address for the location, including zip code. The name could be that of a business, school, 
church, etc. If it is a private home, that should be indicated as well. 
 
Also, if you are promoting a Medic First Aid class, use the U.10 template specifically designed 
for that class. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
   
 
 
 
 
…that there is a section on the University webpage that lists any changes that have 
been made or updates to the classes? 
 
…it is strongly suggested that you check the class list for the most current version of your 
class. Updates and edits are done frequently. 
 
…that there will be a class for new and nearly new Members called “Orientation.”  Look for 
its release shortly after Wing Ding where it will make its debut. 
 
…if your District does not have a District University Coordinator (DUC), the District Director 
will be able to enter the U.3 (roster) digitally for you. Any questions? Please contact Clara or 
any University Assistant for additional information. 
        

Clara Boldt 

319-240-4269 
toledotriker@gmail.com 
 

 

Clara & Fred Boldt 

 

mailto:toledotriker@gmail.com
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Larry & Penny Anthony 
Director of Membership Enhancement 
 

Polishing our Image 
 
When on rides with our fellow Members, our bikes draw a lot of  
attention. I’ve heard it said that “a group of Goldwings looks like a bag 
of skittles tossed on the road.” We draw a lot of attention from the traveling public. There are 
ways you and your fellow Members can help harness that attention to lend a positive image to 
GWRRA and to bikers in general – as well as attracting new Members! 
 
We are in the middle of a several thousand mile bike trip from Alabama to see the sights in the 
Plains, Northwestern States, and Yellowstone Park. (Yes, it’s still a bit chilly up here right now 
– but you go when you can!) The large numbers of tourist attractions and scenic overlooks  
nationwide make for great opportunities to talk to both riders and non-riders about our rides, 
ourselves, and GWRRA.  
 
Fellow riders are interested in our ability to tow trailers, and ride comfortably for long  
distances. They would also likely be interested in our benefits such as the Rescue Plus and the 
Gold Book; the long empty distances out here make potential assistance in case of  
breakdowns very attractive. And remember to offer them a Membership Packet for GWRRA! 
 
Tourists are drawn to the bikes like magnets.  Make the offer to them – or better yet, their 
kids – to sit on your bikes.  (The wife, of course, should be offered to sit in the co-rider’s 
seat!) They’ll invariably take lots of pictures and get into conversations about where you’re 
from and riding in general. Just talking to others helps them realize we are just regular people 
– and maybe help them to spot bikes on the road and think more favorably of bikers overall. (I 
tell them my trailer is just for Penny’s makeup, and the men just nod knowingly – lol!) And 
maybe they will consider joining an organization which has such welcoming representatives as 
yourself! 
 
It’s easy – and free! – to be a Goodwill Ambassador for GWRRA.   
                                                                                                                                                                  
 
 
 

Larry & Penny Anthony 

205-492-9728 
mepgwrra@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                       
 
 
 
 
 

 

mailto:mepgwrra@gmail.com
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Bruce & Barb Beeman 
Presidential Assistants 
 

Give it AWAY! 

I’m sure you have heard that old phrase - you can’t keep it unless 
you give it away. That is so true in just about anything we have that means anything at all to 
us. Take a friendship you had that you weren’t willing to give away, do you still have it? It’s 
like the butterfly.  If you set it free, it comes back.  
 
What I’m referring to is this awesome Association we all belong to. Are you  
content to keep what you have gotten out of GWRRA for yourself? You know what I’m talking 
about.  Besides the benefits like Wing World, your Gold Book, roadside rescue, the biggest 
benefit is the Members that are now much more than just friends. The camaraderie you now 
have in your Chapter, your District, and all across our GWRRA family. 
 
In order for us to keep this amazing Association alive and growing, we have  to give it AWAY. 
I’ve heard you say, “but you’re a salesman. I can’t talk to people like you can.” Let me ask you 
a simple question.  If you are truly passionate about something is it really that hard to talk 

about it? Point in case, how many grandparents have a hard 
time talking about their grandbabies? Answer, NONE. Well 
guess what, we have tools to help you so you don’t have to be 
a salesman. If you look in your Gold Book on page 15 you will 
find a FREE 4 month Trial Membership.  Pull it out and make 
some copies; then check with your Chapter Director for some 
Chapter business cards, Welcome to GWRRA fliers along with 
addressed envelopes, and put them all together.  Walk up to 
the next person you see on a Goldwing, or for that matter any 
motorcycle, and say: “You should take a look at this.”  Hand it 

to them and then walk away. You have just given it AWAY, awesome. 
 
Here’s one more way for you to give it AWAY. At your Chapter I bet you know someone that is 
about to sell their bike, right? Arm them with the same information and ask them that when 
that day comes to please give that new owner the opportunity to have the same amazing  
experience that they had in this family called GWRRA. 
 
I carry that information in my bike, my car, and my truck.  And yes, I’m very passionate about 
GWRRA and yes, it is easy for me to talk to people about GWRRA. I look back at all that I have 
gotten from this Association and it’s like those grandbabies. If each one of us would help one 
person into our family we would turn the tide and start enjoying the benefits when there are 
more of us. 
 
So please join me and let’s start giving it AWAY. 
 
Thank You and Ride Safe! 
 

Bruce & Barb Beeman 

507-438-7063  
brucebeeman01@gmail.com 

 

mailto:brucebeeman01@gmail.com
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Bob & Nancy Shrader 
Presidential Assistants 

As time goes by volunteer officers in GWRRA complete their tenures 
and sometimes want to "retire" and pass the baton along to 
someone else in their Chapter or District.  This is an entirely normal 
situation as no one is expected to remain in office indefinitely.  This does occasionally create a 
dilemma if there is no one in the line of succession and a replacement officer can't be found. 
This often results in the incumbent officer being asked to remain "on the job" while a search 
for a successor is conducted. 

We would ask that all Directors and other Officer Staff Members work to train suitable and 
willing candidates as their replacements during their tenure in office.  That way, when they 
reach the time that they want to "retire," their replacement is ready and able to assume the 
duties of the office.  Please recall that this is in the MOU.  We cannot over emphasize the 
importance of this process.  We understand that this can be easier said than done, but it's 
important to make this a priority effort. 

We recognize that in some cases "retirement" time rolls around and despite the outgoing 
officer's best efforts, no replacement can be found.  We understand that in spite of all the best 
efforts, there may not be anyone interested or qualified to take over, but in our experience 
these situations are the exception and not the rule, though it does happen.  See paragraph 
one...  

Speaking of replacement Officers, we'd like to thank and congratulate those new District 
Directors who have recently assumed office in their respective Districts: 

John and Karen Higgins in South Carolina. (April)  
Frank and Melinda Brothers in Georgia and (April) 
Dennis and Jan Peterson in Tennessee (May) 

It was my pleasure to officially install each of the above new District Directors.  On behalf of 
GWRRA, we sincerely thank each of these folks for accepting their new posts when their 
former Directors stepped aside.  This is how it's supposed to work; a chain of succession. 

When this procedure is followed, the transition is always smoother, with less disruption and a 
continuity of leadership can be maintained. 

Bob and Nancy Shrader

352-668-3164
floridadd@msn.com

mailto:floridadd@msn.com


All Things Wing Ding 41 

Information, Announcements, Flyers

Attached here are flyers that can go 

into your District and Chapter 

newsletters and put on your 

websites. You can find them at  

http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerre

sources.html 

You can use the logo and flyers. 

The more we all promote the more 

of our friends will come to WD41! 

http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerresources.html
http://gwrra.org/oconnect/officerresources.html


 

District Challenge 

 

Each District has been challenged to 

take their number of households that 

you started the year with and times 

10% and that is your goal number for 

Wing Ding preregistration attendees. 

 

Every District who makes or exceeds 

that number is a winner. The most 

over the percentage will receive a 

special prize yet to be announced, but 

it will be worth the wait to next 

month’s Insight. 

 

Let’s get registering! 

 

 

 




